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The low-temperature behavior of interacting many-body systems often re-
mains poorly understood, as the mathematical problems involved often elude
a solution. Finding the energetic ground state of a magnet with disordered
couplings is a well-known example. The so-called spin glass problem has no an-
alytic solution and even numerical techniques are known to be inefficient. Many
important optimization problems in machine learning, logistics, computer chip
design and DNA sequencing can be mathematically mapped to an equivalent
spin glass problem. The latter results from the proven NP hardness of the prob-
lem. A method for solving the spin glass problem in the Ising, XY or Heisenberg
model, which can serve as a blueprint for approaching a large class of math-
ematical optimizations. The model motivates the development of analog spin
glass simulators as a new class of computational devices specifically designed for
simulating spin systems. For the Ising model, analog spin glass simulation has
been experimentally demonstrated using networks of superconducting qubits
and optical parametrical oscillators. For the XY model, the proposed physical
platforms include coupled superconductors, lasers, atomic BECs and polariton
condensates.

To test the functionality and performance of analog spin-glass simulators,
it is required to benchmark them against the best known algorithms operating
on traditional computer hardware. The purpose of the project is to perform a
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comparison study of various optimization methods for finding the ground state
of XY spin glasses. Global optimization methods from Python’s SciPy pack-
age were primarily used. Each method’s efficiency was tested as a function of
system size and spin-to-spin connectivity, with factors such as computational
time, and accuracy/uncertainty in the obtained result being considered.

1 Ground State Problem for XY Spin Glasses

Given an i× j lattice with i× j spins, the energy function coded to minimize
in the spin-glass problem is:

H = −
∑
i,j

Jij cos (φi − φj) (1)

with J ∈ R being the n − 1 × n − 1 coupling matrix with −1 < Jij < 1 and
φij ∈ [0, 2π) as the individual angle of each spin. For simplicity, square grids
were the only shape considered while varying the length of the grid. The lat-
tice arrangement was implemented in Python with each spin being assigned a
random angle from 0 to 2π. Two different bond arrangements were tested:
neighbor-to-neighbor coupling and all-to-all coupling. Neighbor-to-neighbor
coupling occurred when each spin was coupled to the other spins next to it,
but also directly above and below it. In other words, each spin was coupled
to its nearest neighbors only. In all-to-all coupling, a spin was coupled to ev-
ery other spin in the system, so that the coupling for a single spin became an
n − 1 × n − 1 matrix. The optimization methods were primarily tested with
nearest-neighbor coupling, with the arrangement briefly compared to all-to-all
coupling. The methods chosen from Python’s SciPy were basin-hopping and
differential-evolution. Both of the methods showed promising results for the
spin-glass problem. Basin-hopping includes local minimization at each step,
in addition to combining with a global-stepping algorithm in two stages. An
iterative algorithm, each iteration consists of the coordinates given a random
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perturbation from which a local minimum is found, and using the minimum
value to determine whether to accept the new coordinates. It was originally
designed to simulate energy minimization in atomic clusters (3). Thus, it is
likely to work well for the spin-glass problem which has a "rugged" energy
landscape across the system. Unlike basin-hopping, differential-evolution is a
method that does not use gradients to find the minimum, and can search large
areas of space. However, it may require more function evaluations which adds
computational time (3).

A simulated annealing method through Monte Carlo simulation was tested
as well. The Monte Carlo algorithm was implemented in Python and uses ran-
dom numbers to simulate a randomized physical process. It includes an artificial
temperature size to control the rate of convergence, which must be fine-tuned
to reach the optimal convergence rate (1). The pseudo-code is as follows:
define a function for the annealing step

for n in range(0,length of lattice2):

e0=energy value at current spins

if e0<emin:

emin=e0

alter a spin at random a random amount between -1 and

1

accept or reject the move

e1=energy value at new spins

check using if a random number between 0 and 1 is>exp(-

(e1-e0)/t):

then accept the move
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2 Nearest-Neighbor Coupling

The major square lattice arrangement tested was neighbor-to-neighbor cou-
pling. All three global optimization methods were compared by running all
of them for the same J and φij arrangement for systems sizes between 3 × 3

and 10 × 10, inclusive. The initial tests showed that both basin-hopping and
differential-evolution increased largely in computational time as lattice size ap-
proached 10. To decrease the computational time but also likely increase the
error in the solution, a callback function was implemented for both methods
to stop the algorithm if after each iteration it took longer than some critical
stopping time. Generally, the callback function stopped both methods after
only one iteration. The simulated annealing method was ran for 15 iterations
to allow it to converge to the "correct" answer. Computational times for each
of the methods with system size is given in Figure 1. When comparing the
SciPy methods for one iteration to the simulated annealing method, the global
minima were in agreement to second order accuracy. It showed that even af-
ter one iteration from basin-hopping and differential-evolution, their minimum
energy was reasonably accurate for lower system sizes. Thus, shortening the
amount of time needed did not result in a large decrease in accuracy.

For larger lattice sizes closer to 10 × 10, the loss of accuracy was more
noticeable for differential evolution, which consistently undershot the other two
methods. Both basin-hopping and simulated annealing were kept with the
same accuracy for larger systems as smaller systems, matching their minimum
energies to two decimal places.

In order for simulated annealing to yield the highest possible accuracy, the
temperature step-size had to be fine-tuned particularly for larger lattices. To
determine the optimum temperature step size for each grid, multiple temper-
ature steps were selected and ran for many iterations to produce an energy
histogram. Increasing the factor multiplied by the temperature decreased the
temperature step and vice versa. A more accurate step size would correspond
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Figure 1: Time taken per iteration with lattice size

to a narrower width in energy on the histogram. Thus, the temperature steps
were decreased until a narrower energy peak was reached, resulting in an energy
span/uncertainty of ±2, which signified a more accurate data collection. An
example for how the energy data changed its energy uncertainty with the tem-
perature step is in Figure 2. After each iteration, the time was decreased by a
certain amount depending on the temperature step factor that it was multiplied
by, between .9 and 1. As the temperature step factor (ts) approached 1, the
temperature change (dt) decreased by 1-ts, hence approaching zero. However,
increasing the step-size also meant increasing the computational time, which
meant that for the optimal step-sizes, the overall computational time ended
up being larger than the other two methods, despite accuracy being improved.
Figure 1 compares the computational time for an optimum set of step sizes to
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(a) dt=.07 (b) dt=.05

(c) dt=.03

Figure 2: How decreasing the temperature step increased accuracy in
annealing method for 3x3 grid

a less accurate but quicker set of step sizes. The distribution of how the tem-
perature multiplying factor was increased for optimum performance is given in
Figure 3. Example system size energy histograms for their optimum step sizes
are given in Figure 4. For comparison, other methods’ energy histograms are
in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As expected, the width of the energy spans larger for
larger lattice sizes.

Also important to note was how the energy distribution for simulated an-
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Figure 3: The optimum temperature step factor given lattice size in
the annealing method

nealing differed from the other two methods. Within the first few iterations, the
algorithm found minimum energies much higher than the actual value, which
was approached as the iterations increased. Thus, the algorithm was more in-
accurate given only one iteration, and was required to run until the returned
energies converged to the minimum value. The behavior continued even up to
the largest system size. The simulated annealing energy histograms in Figure
4 differ from the other two methods because their uncertainty could be di-
rectly controlled by adjusting the temperature step to an optimum value. The
histograms are shown compared to the other methods.

Unlike simulated annealing, basin-hopping and differential-evolution ran in
shorter overall times when restricted to one iteration, but their energy uncer-
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(a) 3x3, dt=.03 (b) 4x4, dt=.03

(c) 5x5, dt=.015 (d) 7x7, dt=.013

Figure 4: Minimum energy histograms at varying lattice sizes given
an optimal temperature step

tainty profiles were different. For small 3 × 3 grids, both exhibited narrow
peaks as in the annealing method where the uncertainty (e.i. the width of the
energy peak) was approximately zero. As system size increased, however, the
likelihood for the method to arrive at the same minimum value given the same
initial state decreased, increasing the energy uncertainty. As seen in Figure 6,
the differential-evolution method had the largest spreading for increased sys-
tem sizes. Figure 7 is a comparison plot for all of the methods (assuming the
optimal step size values for annealing), comparing their approximate energy
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(a) 3x3 (b) 5x5

(c) 7x7

Figure 5: Basin-hopping method minimum energy histograms at vary-
ing lattice sizes

uncertainty as a function of grid size. When the annealing temperature step
sizes become optimal, its energy uncertainty simply plateaus. It is seen that for
all grid values, basin-hopping had less horizontal span in its energy, making it
more accurate than differential-evolution. It is supported by the fact that for
all grid sizes, basin-hopping and annealing matched to reliable accuracy while
differential-evolution undershot for larger system sizes.
For neighbor-to-neighbor coupling, basin-hopping was the most time-efficient
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(a) 3x3 (b) 5x5

(c) 7x7

Figure 6: Differential-evolution method minimum energy histograms
at varying lattice sizes

method, followed by differential-evolution. By controlling the temperature de-
crease in simulated annealing, it could be tuned so that the algorithm was faster
but at the expense of accuracy. On the other hand, increasing the temperature
step factor could produce more accurate results while significantly slowing the
algorithm. Given that the annealing method was explicitly written, it had the
most flexibility in adjusting how accurate it could be. The energy uncertainty
data also show basin-hopping as being the most reliable. Therefore, in terms
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Figure 7: Energy uncertainty as a function of lattice size for the dif-
ferent methods

of most efficient and accurate, basin-hopping is the optimization method that
is guaranteed to give the most reliable results for the nearest-neighbor coupling
arrangement.

3 All-to-all Coupling

For the fully dense coupling matrix, only smaller lattice sizes 3x3 to 5x5 were in-
vestigated, mostly due to the increased computational time needed. As a result,
little can be inferred about the behavior of the optimization methods applied
to the all-to-all coupling arrangement. The optimization methods followed sim-
ilar trends to the nearest-neighbor coupling. As expected, basin-hopping out-
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performed differential evolution by having a faster computing time and closer
agreement to the annealing method. As the system sizes increased to 5x5, the
energy histograms also became more spread out. In the annealing method, an
ideal temperature step was determined for the lower grid sizes. A similar pat-
tern was observed where decreasing the temperature step size led to decreased
energy uncertainty and a narrower histogram peak. Figure 8 shows an exam-
ple. Due to its increased efficiency for the grid sizes tested, basin-hopping again
shows to be a more reliable method for computing the energy, but more data
is needed.

(a) dt=.03 (b) dt=.025

Figure 8: All-to-all coupling in annealing method, 3x3 grid: how un-
certainty decreases with decreasing temperature step

4 Comparison of Both Couplings

It was expected from a previous optimization study by Kalinin, Berloff (2018)
because the dense matrix present in all-to-all coupling has more bond arrange-
ments than the sparse one and is hence more systematic and structured, all-
to-all coupling coupling would take shorter to simulate than nearest-neighbor.
The all-to-all coupling was also expected to generate lower energy uncertainty
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and a larger minimum energy due to it containing more elements (2). All of the
hypotheses were shown to be incorrect in the present study, with the exception
of the dense matrix generating larger energy. This appeared to conflict with
the previous study’s results, but only within the small amount of data collected
for all-to-all coupling in the current study.

The computational time often was more than double that needed for the
nearest-neighbor coupling. For basin-hopping, the 3x3 grid took about the
same amount of time for both arrangements, but the 5x5 grid resulted in a 60
second difference between the two. Differential evolution behaved similarly, but
even more exaggerated. It resulted in a 6 second difference for 3x3, and a 170
second difference for 5x5. The annealing method also took a much longer time
compared to nearest-neighbor coupling.

All of the methods had slightly larger uncertainties compared to nearest-
neighbor coupling as the system size increased to 5x5. The annealing method
could again be controlled by the temperature step, which could decrease the
uncertainty but then significantly increase computational time. It was found
for lower system sizes that a temperature step factor slightly larger than those
used for nearest-neighbor coupling worked most optimally. As seen in Figure 8,
increasing the factor improved the narrowness of the energy histogram. Differ-
ential evolution did not perform as well for the all-to-all arrangement. As seen
in Figure 9, its accuracy dropped by a larger amount for the larger 5x5 grid
size. For 5x5, its uncertainty jumped to ±7 compared to the smaller ±1.2 for
nearest-neighbor coupling. Thus, differential evolution was the least effective
method for the all-to-all coupling arrangement.

It was interesting to find out if there was any way for the dense coupling
matrix to be more efficient than the sparse matrix, which was the conclusion
supported in (name authors). It was investigated whether the all-to-all cou-
pling was more efficient in the number of step sizes needed, particularly in the
annealing method. The two different arrangements were compared by plotting
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(a) 3x3 (b) 5x5

Figure 9: Differential evolution comparison of two different system
sizes

energy vs. time for both as the algorithm progressed through one iteration, in
order to determine which coupling could have less step sizes required to reach
the minimum energy. Each coupling was plotted with several different step size
factors, including the optimal one.

Figure 10 shows how quickly the algorithm converged to the minimum en-
ergy, depending on the coupling arrangement and temperature step size. The
nearest-neighbor coupling in Figure 10a is as expected: the most optimal step
size (dt=.03) has the smoothest and quickest converging curve to the minimum.
Figure 10b shows the convergence for the all-to-all arrangement given different
step sizes. As it approached the optimal step size, like the nearest-neighbor
coupling the curve converged faster. When comparing both couplings, given
their optimal step sizes, Figure 10c shows that the methods converge to their
minimum values around the same time. However, after the initial transient
the all-to-all coupling continues to decrease slightly while the nearest-neighbor
coupling is already converged. In other trials, often the nearest-neighbor cou-
pling converged slightly before the other arrangement. It implies that nearest-
neighbor coupling requires slightly less time steps to reach the minimum. Nev-
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ertheless, more data is needed to show this tends to be the case for other lattice
sizes as well.

(a) Nearest-neighbor (b) All-to-all

(c) Both Couplings Compared with Optimal step
sizes

Figure 10: How the minimum energy changes with time depending on
the coupling and temperature step, given 3x3 size

5 Conclusion

Three different optimization methods were compared for finding the minimum
energy of an N × N−lattice of coupled XY spins, while comparing nearest-
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neighbor with all-to-all coupling arrangements. The methods were tested based
on energy accuracy, lattice size, and computational time. It was found that
basin-hopping was overall the most effective method for both types of coupling.
It gave relatively low energy uncertainty for even larger system sizes in reason-
ably fast time. The Monte Carlo annealing method could be adjusted to yield
the most accurate minimum energy by adjusting its temperature step to an
optimal value. Uncertainty in the energy and time increased with system size
as well as all-to-all coupling. Nearest-neighbor coupling was found to be more
computationally efficient according to computational time and accuracy. More
research is needed for larger lattice sizes beyond 10x10, especially for all-to-all
coupling. Due to the large amounts of computational time needed to run most
of the code, perhaps more optimal code can be implemented to decrease the
time.
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A Python Code Used

from random import random,uniform,choice,randrange

import numpy as np

from sympy import *

from scipy.optimize import *
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import time

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

from math import exp

create a dictionary to store each minimum value iter-

ations

initially set all minima values to zero

minima=[]

for m in np.arange(0,-100,-.1):

minima[round(m,1)]=0

define size of grid; only square grids allowed

s=4

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-

Neighbor-to-neighbor coupling bonds

def createbonds(s):

J=[]

horizontal bonds

c=0

for j in range(0,s):

for i in range(0,s-1):

J[i+c,i+c+1]=uniform(-1,1)

c+=s

vertical bonds

for i in range(0,s):

for j in range(0,s**2-s,s):

J[j+i,j+i+s]=uniform(-1,1)

return J

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––-

All-neighbor coupling bonds
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def createbondsall(s):

J=[]

for i in range(1,s**2):

for j in range(2,s**2+1):

if i!=j and (j,i) not in J:

J[i,j]=uniform(-1,1)

return J

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Find H (energy) by adding each spin combination with its

J value

def findH(phi):

H=0

for sp in spins:

H+=-J[sp]*cos(phi[sp[0]]-phi[sp[1]])

return H

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

monte-carlo step

def montecarlo(findH,t,emin,phi0):

for n in range(0,s**2):

e0=findH(phi0)

if e0<emin:

emin=e0

alter a spin at random by a random amount between -1 and

1 k=randrange(s**2)

phi=phi0[k]

r=uniform(-1,1)

phi0[k]+=.025*(-1+2*r)

accept or reject the move

e1=findH(phi0)
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en=round((e1-e0)/t,10)

if 1e-150<=en<=1e150:

if random()>exp(-en):

phi0[k]=phi

return emin

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

phistart=[uniform(0,2*np.pi) for i in range(0,s**2+1)]

remember to delete +1 for neighbor-to-neighbor coupling

main program

for n in range(0,50):

times=[]

energies=[]

emin=10000

t=10

phi0=phistart

start=time.time()

while .0001<=t<=10:

m=montecarlo(findH,t,emin,phi0)

t=t*.975

times.append(1/t)

energies.append(m)

end=time.time()

num=round(m,1)

minima[num]+=1

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

calling function for algorithm that checks after each it-

eration if maximum time has been reached. If it has, the

algorithm stops and returns its current minimum. The call-

back function for differential evolution method:
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def calling1(H,convergence):

maxsec=7

elapsed=time.time()-start

if elapsed>maxsec:

convergence=1.1

return True

else:

print(’the value is 0’.format(H))

callback function for basin hopping method

def calling2(phi,H,accepted):

maxsec=7

elapsed=time.time()-start

if elapsed>maxsec:

return True

else:

print(’the value is [0] accepted [1]’.format(H,accepted))

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-

Other two methods for comparison

bounds=[(0,2*np.pi) for i in range(0,s**2+1)]

start=time.time()

res=differentialevolution(findH,bounds,maxiter=10, call-

back=calling1)

start=time.time()

res=basinhopping(findH,phi0,niter=1,callback=calling2)
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